
PUBLIC CHALLENGE TO VANCOUVER’S DIRECTOR OF PLANNING
regarding 1596 W6th Avenue tower height rezoning impact on views from Broadway & Granville Street

27 October 2010

Dear Mr Toderian,

Who is right? Will you be able to see the newly approved 15 storey tower at 1569 W 6th Av-
enue from Broadway and Granville? Will this tower block views of any parts of the mountains
from this intersection? In the Public Hearing (October 19) and Council discussion (October
21) City staff and the applicant indicated that the views won’t be affected, but I respectfully dis-
agree.

Vancouver citizens will find the truth, of course, once the tower is built.

I maintain that a person will see an impact on the views to the mountains as indicated by the
terms of reference (on reverse). I predict that the new tower will partially block existing views
of the North Shore mountains from the intersection of Broadway and Granville.

Will you go on public record to say that the tower at 1569 W 6th will not block views from
Broadway and Granville, as listed by the terms of reference?

This is an important fact that needs to be clarified for the public. Will you accept the challenge?
If you would like to clarify any part of this challenge, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Kind regards,

Stephen Bohus, BLA



Terms of Reference for Challenge

Area of Intersection of Granville & Broadway shown
by Orthographic Aerial Photo

Intersection is defined by 7
points on the adjacent prop-
erty lines bordering Granville
and Broadway (one point on
south east corner, two points
at the other 3 corners)

Can a pedestrian, who can move freely
around within this intersection (Broadway
and Granville) see the new tower (1569
W 6th Street) from at least one point
from grade up to 1.8 metres above grade?

An intersection is the area where two
streets intersect; it is the area that the
two streets have in common. This is illus-
trated in the diagrams. For quick refer-
ence, the intersection here is
approximately the outer line of the four
pedestrian crossings.

Assumption: no other new building will be
built between lines of sight between 1569
W 6th and the intersection of Granville
and Broadway before the construction is
completed on the tower at 1569 W 6th.


